The analysis and objectives of "Understanding and Imagination before Designing", a course that I recently taught, was a way for me to implement in design Gadamer's claim that "in language and only in it, can we meet what we never ‘encounter’ in the world, because we are ourselves and merely what we mean and what we know from ourselves." This knowledge from ourselves also involves emotions, which represents another way in which we should connect with space and environment. More specifically, based both on the traditional architecture of a village of a Greek island and the structure of the city, the course analyses life in each place. This happens primarily through the creation of files and through the understanding a new architect needs before imagining and creating a new piece of architecture in a village’s traditional structure or a city’s contemporary environment. What should an architect know beyond the structure of a building in order to analyse and understand an existing spatial and social situation in depth? In architectural theory, tools of interpretation are given through
different approaches, so that architecture can be understood as a set of practices traditionally used to connect people with their community, place, religion, and environment but primarily with themselves. The course invited students to understand this relationship between traditional or contemporary life and the complexity of architecture, place and environment. This was achieved and revealed through their own fictional narratives as a synthesis of their historical, social, ethical, spatial and urban perception of a place they had never been to before. Reality emerged through a fictional/imaginary plot which helped them anchor their experience. They became part of the chain that is inherently connected with emotions, ethics and solidarity.
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